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PRIOR SUBMISSIONS
The subject matter of this submission has been considered previously by the Finance Committee on many
occasions. The following represents the most recent:
1. On June 2, 2020, the Integrated Renewal Program and the Application Ecosystem Program provided a status
update to the UBC Board of Governors Finance Committee.
The following Executive Summary assumes familiarity with the prior submissions and provides a status update from
the date of the most recent submission.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this briefing note is to provide an update on the current status of the Integrated Renewal and
Application Ecosystem Programs, including progress against the current schedule and an overview of outstanding
risks and issues.
In addition, this briefing note provides information on the following:
•
•
•
•
•

COVID-19 Update;
Overview on the cutover approach and strategy;
Release 1 Update;
Testing Status;
Organizational Change Management Update;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cutover Approach and Plan;
Post Release 1 Implementation Support;
Workday Student Update;
Enterprise Maintenance Management System (EMMS) Governance;
FY 22 Budget Timeline Change
Key Risks and Issues
Schedule
Program Financials

Overall, the teams continue to work well together as we progress towards go-live and have fully adjusted to working
in a remote environment as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The programs, IRP and AEP, are currently on track
to deliver the consolidated solution for Release 1 on November 2nd. The teams are focused on testing, training and
making final preparations for cutover as we get closer to the November 2nd go-live.
The report also includes an update on Organizational Change Management (OCM) activities. We have just
completed the third and final change Readiness Assessment. The results continue to show that the UBC community
is making good progress in preparing for Release 1, even given the extraordinary circumstances of the pandemic.
The report also highlights key areas where our engagement needs to be adapted to provide additional information.
We have also received feedback that some units may require additional support in preparing for the transition. We
are working with our Community Engagement Partners (CEP) and the Transition Network (TN) to determine the
best course of action to ease this transition.
The success of our last tenant build has allowed Payroll Parallel testing to begin three weeks ahead of schedule.
The team was able to complete the first cycle (of three) of testing and met the exit criteria to begin cycle two. We
are documenting each variance and developing communication plans (if necessary) to explain design differences
between the legacy and Workday systems.
The programs appreciate the input and discussion with UBC Board of Governors Finance Committee members on
any of these agenda items.
APPENDICES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

COVID-19 Update
Release 1 Update
Testing Status
Organizational Change Management Update
Cutover Approach and Plan
Post Release 1 Implementation Support
Workday Student Update
Enterprise Maintenance Management System Governance
FY 22 Budget Timeline Change

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS (optional reading for Governors)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Key Risks and Issues
Schedule
Commitment Curve
Program Financials
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COVID-19 Update
The UBC Board of Governors Finance Committee supported our recommendation to “Stay the Course” for the
implementation of Release 1 at the June 2020 meeting. Both programs have continued to monitor remote
delivery closely. To date, we have seen no reductions in productivity or engagement by the UBC community. In
fact, several milestones have been delivered ahead of schedule which has allowed us to accumulate several
weeks of schedule contingency. We understand that the UBC community continues to deal with the
unprecedented circumstances of the pandemic and are committed to delivering Release 1 on schedule.
The programs plan to continue working remote through the remainder of the year. Plans are being finalized for
the remote delivery of the implementation as well as support for the community. We will continue to monitor
developments and adjust our delivery where and when appropriate.

Release 1 Update
Key accomplishments since the last Finance Committee update in June include the following:
•

Completed an initial mock cutover exercise in June (see Cutover Strategy and Approach in Section 3
below)

•

Completed the pre-gold tenant build three weeks early

•

Early completion of the tenant build also allowed the payroll parallel testing to begin four weeks ahead of
schedule

•

Completed the first cycle of payroll parallel testing on schedule and with the desired result

•

Completed the Train-the-Trainer sessions on schedule

•

Have opened initial rounds of self-service training through Workplace Learning on schedule

•

Have begun the User Confirmation Review sessions on schedule

•

Completed WD +1 testing for 13 of the 28 applications (see Testing Update in Section 4 below)

The high-level status for each program as of July 31st is as follows:

IRP Program Status Summary

Schedule

Scope

Budget

Resources

GREEN

GREEN

GREEN

YELLOW

The Resources category remains yellow. The PMO has completed their consolidated plan and we expect to see
some improvement in our ability to assess the impact on resources between now and the Release 1 go live. We
continue to explore options to extend key functional resources through the end of the Fiscal Year as well. We
have received some addition resource support from the community, and it is much appreciated. We have
completed the first cycle of Payroll Parallel 1 meeting our exit criteria and continue to work on cycle 2. We are
exploring the need to add an additional week to cycle 2 to ensure our ability to meet the exist criteria. UCR has
completed and the we have received good feedback from the participants. The team is following up on identified
themes as well. The Change Readiness Assessment 3 (CRA3) has been completed. The final report is being
tabulated and will determine the readiness of the UBC community. We have received feedback from a few
central areas that there are some concerns about their readiness. We will utilize the data collected from the
CRA3 to highlight and potential hotspots of concern across the community. We believe that many of the
concerns will be addressed, once these areas participate in training. The Student workstream continues with
their Architect stage. The Student team is focusing on conversion and integration work and is refreshing the
Application Inventory as part of their Architect stage efforts.
Figure 1 - IRP Summary Status
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AEP Program Status Summary
•
•
•
•

Schedule

Scope

Budget

Resources

YELLOW

GREEN

GREEN

GREEN

Scope: Applications in scope remain unchanged and disposition confirmations are largely complete (3 minor
follow-up activities remain)
Budget: June actuals were ~$500,000 under budget. Recommending to crystalize a net savings of $1.2
million (would increase total contingency to $12.9 million)
Resources: Have not lost any resources in the last month and no pending roles outstanding across the
program (open testing roles on hold until finalize need / demand)
Schedule:
o Delivery of AEP Priority 1 and Priority 2 applications remain on track (i.e. applications with potential
to impact the WD go-live are on schedule)
o Schedule is yellow as four Priority 3 and 4 applications (NAV, Hyperion, Archibus and ArcGIS) are
late completing their WD +1 testing activities (see slide 20 of the status report for details)

Figure 2 - AEP Summary Status

ISC Status Summary
•
•
•
•
•

Schedule

Scope

Budget

Resources

YELLOW

GREEN

GREEN

GREEN

Onboarding team has revised plan and mapped out activities to go-live. Approach will be role specific. A high
level ServiceNow knowledge plan has been developed
ServiceNow portal wireframes have been developed and handed over for development
Students are beginning work on moving IRP knowledge articles into ServiceNow knowledge base
Transition to Operations development has begun, stakeholders and workshop series identified.
Service Delivery Framework is pending governance approval processes, with final consultation input
scheduled for this week.

Figure 3 - ISC Summary Status
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The programs are still on track for the November 2020 go-live. The following figure outlines the high-level critical
path activities between now and the November 2020 go-live.

Figure 4 - R1 Critical Path Timeline
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Testing Status
The teams continue to execute against this strategy but have since incorporated a defined regression window and
set of freeze dates into the overall testing approach. These are outlined in the following figure:

Figure 5 - Code Freeze and Regression Testing

While many applications will complete all phases of testing activities in the next two months, a number of changes
may drive the need for some final testing work after all of the testing has been completed (i.e. regression testing).
Examples of changes that could drive the need for some regression testing include:
•

End-to-end testing between Workday and a downstream application may have been completed on the
previous Workday tenant

•

On-going application changes

•

Tenant changes coming from user confirmation or payroll parallel testing activities

•

Required fixes in the MuleSoft services

Regression testing is a normal phase of testing that occurs after all of the main testing activities have been
completed and any defects have been addressed. It is intended as a last pass through a subset of test cases to
ensure that any late changes/fixes in other areas have not impacted the downstream applications. Any regression
testing work will only be completed for applications that have been impacted by a change and the teams will only
re-test a subset of the overall test cases (i.e. only those functions that have been impacted by a change). To
facilitate the completion of any required regression testing work, a regression window has been created to help
manage activities and coordinate any resources that are required to complete these testing activities.
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The freeze periods will apply across all program teams (e.g. IRP, IEC, AEP, ISC, etc.) and are intended to limit latebreaking program changes (e.g. design changes or bug fixes) that may occur as the programs get closer to the
November go-live date. These freeze windows do not apply to ‘business as usual’ or transactional activities (e.g.
hiring new associates in the existing HCM system).
In addition, the approval processes that will be in place during the freeze periods will ensure that there is
awareness across all program teams of any changes that may get approved. The following diagram provides a
high-level overview of the criteria for any changes considered during the freeze windows and the levels of
approval required. This recommended approval process is still being reviewed by the program teams and should
be considered a draft recommendation.
Table 1 – Change Approval Board (CAB) Process

WD +1 Status
WD+1 testing is the end-to-end phase of testing that a subset of the AEP applications complete. It is designed to
ensure that data flows to/from Workday and the downstream applications properly. Overall, the WD +1 testing
has gone well. Of the 28 WD +1 applications, 13 have completed their WD +1 testing activities as of July 17th. To
date, there have been no significant defects identified which have required changes to the Workday configuration.
In addition, the actual WD +1 testing has taken less time than originally thought. The key to this has been
completing a sufficient amount of detailed planning in advance of the actual test execution activities.
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The following diagram represents the high level WD +1 status reporting as of July 31st:

Figure 6 - WD+1 Testing Status

In terms of remaining WD +1 testing activities, the priority remains testing associated with the AEP Priority 1 and
2 applications (PHUB, EMMS, RISe, and SIS). While none of these are behind schedule, given that the planned
testing and any required defect fixes extend into August, and early September for the Person Hub solution, they
remain a focus for the team.
Payroll Parallel Testing
Payroll parallel testing involves new system testing against a previously run legacy payroll for comparison. A
simulation of legacy run(s) looking for differences and supports performance tests on critical operations. The
testing includes the entire worker population. It is important to note that payroll parallel testing does not include
running the two systems simultaneously. It also does not assume that the legacy calculations are always correct.
UBC has elected to perform three cycles of parallel testing. Two are required as part of the Workday
methodology, with the third being optional. The third cycle will be included to provide greater confidence in the
results and our readiness to deploy the Workday application.
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The successful tenant build allowed us to begin payroll parallel testing ahead of schedule. The exit criteria for
each stage is as follows:
•

•

•

Cycle 1: all pay categories should reach a minimum accuracy of >90%
o Accounting for all “known differences”
o Variances >= 10% should be less than 10% of total or known
Cycle 2: all pay categories should reach a minimum accuracy of >95%+
o Integrations are successfully executed by customer team
o Variances >= 10% should be less than 10% of total or known
Cycle 3: all pay categories should reach a minimum accuracy of >95%+
o Continuation with explanation and plan for all known differences
o Variances >= 10% should be less than 10% of total or known

The team completed the first cycle of payroll parallel testing and have reached %91 overall accuracy. The following
tables represent worker counts from the test cycle.

Figure 7 - Cycle 1 Test Summary

Most important here, is that the team has been able to account for and explain all of the variances. Many of
these deal with Design Differences (Pay Date alignment and Insurance Premium changes) while other involve
issues with the existing legacy system (Rounding on Taxes). These variances are being categorized and will include
a communications plan to the employees, managers and units as necessary.
We know and expect that there will be variances. These can be attributed to insurance premiums and benefit
billing changes. Each will be identified and explained. As each cycle progresses, the severity of variances numbers
(>= 10%, >5% - <10%, etc.) should continue to decline.
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Organizational Change Management Update
The UBC Integrated Renewal Program (IRP) is the largest system transformation the university has undertaken to
date. The speed of which the program currently operates and the degree of change the UBC community is
undertaking is significant. As the university continues to navigate a new normal in light of COVID-19, it is preparing
for a new academic year which will primarily be delivered remotely.
Leading with a community focus, the IRP Organizational Change Management (OCM) continues to streamline its
communications and engagement to the community by bringing together the IRP, Application Eco-System Program
(AEP) and Integrated Service Centre (ISC) into one cohesive narrative. OCM uses a series of channels to engage with
the community to assess changes, build targeted communications, and deliver training. Through qualitative and
quantitative feedback collected through each of these channels, OCM continues to adapt to meet the needs of the
community. Feedback through our Change Readiness Assessment and through the Transition Network indicates
that the community recognizes the IRP as a continued priority for the University, but that stakeholders continue to
balance competing priorities. This adaptability to meet the needs of the UBC community has enabled the IRP OCM
team to remain responsive while remaining on pace for Go-Live, November 2020.
As the program enters the final three months, the OCM team will be monitoring metrics to track readiness for
change, many of which are discussed in further detail in this document. The critical pieces will be our latest Change
Readiness Assessment, completion of actions in each unit by the Transition Network (in collaboration with the IRP
Community Engagement Partners), and completion of training. The IRP is working closely with the program
sponsorship to lean in where certain units indicate lower readiness on any of these indices.
It is expected that in the final months of a large change of this nature, the University will experience frustration and
discomfort as people adopt new ways of working, made more salient with the addition of beginning a new academic
year, fully online. The following report will share further detail into how our OCM team will support the UBC
community through this change to bring our systems forward to better enable working effectively in 2020.

Figure 8 - OCM Strategy
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ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATIONS
Over the last several months within the Communication and Engagement workstreams, IRP OCM has focused on
improving two-way real-time communications and guiding the community through tactical delivery of IRP, AEP, and
ISC activities so as to advance stakeholders through the Commitment Curve (see Supplemental Materials:
Commitment Curve). For such a wide scale transformative change across the university, the IRP OCM has had to
ensure the program balances both with the unique and diverse needs of the community with structured delivery
and program advancement. In order to do so, IRP OCM has developed a Focus of the Month with specific actions
to be taken by the community at a local level and established the Community Engagement Partner model.
Additionally, a Leadership Engagement Strategy has been developed to drive IRP activities at a local level and
mitigate change resistance.
Focus of the Month
Figure 3 below reflects the community’s “focus of the month” and the corresponding tactical actions each Faculty
and Unit is responsible for delivering leading up to go-live. At a central program level, the OCM team tracks and
monitors each Faculty and Unit’s progress in completing these action items.

Figure 9 - Monthly CEP Transition Network Focus and Actions

Note: Partnering with the ISC, and through change management service to AEP, the respective activities around
communications and engagement are coordinated to help prepare the community for Workday sustainment.
Community Engagement Partner Model
Based on results of the second Change Readiness Assessment (CRA) and the program wide Change Impact
Assessment, both completed in the Fall of 2019, the community indicated they wanted to have increased
transparency into the specific changes coming to them. Given the depth and breadth of this transformation, the
community sought increased two-way real-time communication to increase the transparency of the specific
changes coming to each Faculty and Unit so they could prepare for Workday. In order to address this, the program
needed to scale its change management support across the university balancing it with both Program and local
resources. As such, the Community Engagement Partner model was established.
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In February 2020, the IRP OCM introduced a Community Engagement Partner (CEP) model which provides the
Transition Network (TN) Leads (comprised primarily of Human Resources and Finance functional leaders in each
unit) a primary point of contact within the IRP OCM team. This new structure and shift to a ‘feet on the street’
approach, enables Faculties and Units to remain streamlined with university wide implementation activities while
also creating meaningful tailored plans at a local level (part of each Focus of the Month activities – see Figure 3).
This has resulted in 23 local change plans being created across the 23 combined Faculties and Units. This model will
serve the university long term as it looks to mature its change management capabilities within each Academic,
Faculty and Administrative Units (Units).
This new model has been widely embraced and has enabled more immediate and streamlined engagement
between the IRP teams and the Faculties and Units. The following figure outlines how OCM is organized around
each unit, using a portfolio approach to support the UBC Community in their change efforts.

Figure 10 - COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PARTNER STRUCTURE

Leadership Engagement Strategy
Critical to ensuring change is realized and sustained, leaders play an important role in both influencing, managing
and driving change activities. It is important that leaders across the UBC Community play an active and visible role
to reinforce the significance of the IRP. In order to do so, IRP OCM has established a Leadership Engagement
Strategy that drives engagement activities both at a program and local level.
To support Leaders from the program level, a series of meetings and events targeted to UBC leadership teams has
been and will continue to be executed by the IRP OCM team. To support IRP Program Leaders are apprised of key
program updates through the Leader Briefing Notes developed by OCM, provide advocacy when speaking to the
UBC Community and support both the IRP Program team and Transition Network in managing change resistance.
90-days out from go-live additional support and details about functional HR/Finance requirements and what is
expected from the HR and Finance community will be communicated (e.g., cutover and freeze dates). IRP Program
Leadership will continue to play a critical role in managing expectations within the community as there will be
operational changes as a result.
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The following table outlines core engagement activities led by the IRP Leadership Team and Program Team and
where applicable, accompanying participation rates.
Table 2 - Engagement

To complement this Leadership Engagement Strategy at the IRP program level, each Faculty and Unit are
embedding leadership engagement activities and owners for these activities into their local change plans. The
Transition Network is responsible for ensuring leaders at a local level understand their specific Faculty or Unit
changes that are coming, how to prepare and the role that they as Leaders play in supporting their teams.
For the Application Ecosystem Program (AEP), many change impacts affect a focused audience, or are interwoven
with changes occurring as a result of the IRP. Our change activities for AEP are focused on identifying these gaps,
and working with the AEP Senior Project Managers to ensure each community affected by each of the 40 “Integrate”
and “Retrofit” applications is aware and prepared for these changes. OCM is also working in partnership with these
teams to ensure “No Change” and “Sunset” applications are also understood by the community.
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TRAINING
In the face of COVID-19, OCM’s training strategy is to take an online-first approach, and any in-person trainings
have been converted to online delivery (e.g., Webinars). The Training delivery method will vary based on
complexity of learning required by different stakeholders. The training development and support model are
informed by lessons learned shared by other higher-learning institutions who have recently completed their own
Workday system implementations.
OCM in partnership with the IRP Functional work streams have developed a significant number of tools and
resources to support the community, including online step-by-step guides, online training videos via UBC’s Canvas
Catalog, webinar training delivery and for heavy users, “hands on” in system training. This has provided a
foundational training knowledge base for the university to support the cultural shift to a new model of self-serve
learning activities.

Figure 11 - Training Delivery Overview

Recognizing this is a shift in how traditional training and overall preparation for change is done at the university,
the following support structure outlines how the university and its stakeholders will be supported up to and post
go-live throughout sustainment.
For the Application Ecosystem Program, training is under development and will be delivered in partnership with IRP
training. Development and content will be provided by the AEP Senior PMs and IRP Functional Subject Matter
Experts.
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Figure 12 - UBC Community Training Support Model

This model has required a “Train the Trainer” approach. From the Transition Network, Trainers have been identified
within each local Unit to train their staff. Functional training (e.g., Finance & HR Super User Training) will be rolled
out across the centralized and decentralized Finance and HR communities. Most recently, ~220 Trainers across this
community have been onboarded and are undergoing training with end users. Many of these trainers have been
willing to participate albeit initially nervous due to the scale of change and volume of new information. In response,
the IRP has supported these individuals by ensuring additional SME call-ins for trainers are available to receive
timely answers to pressing questions. Additional tools and resources to support lesson planning have been made
available with key messages and speaking points for various session.
Training delivery will be housed through Workplace Learning and Canvas Catalog, both to utilize existing systems
UBC provides, as well as use a channel the community is familiar with. In addition, Workplace Learning allows us to
track what trainings community members have completed, by course, to measure completion of training across the
university. As seen in figure 4, the IRP will offer a variety of courses depending on what is appropriate for each
person (i.e. staff, faculty, managers, etc.).
The above model will remain in place until the sustainment period ending January 31, 2021. Workday Learning
Rovers hired to support Workday will roll off IRP mid-December or shift to the ISC depending on organizational
needs.
There is a large degree of anticipation that all knowledge gaps will be addressed through IRP Training. Though IRP
Training provides Workday system training (e.g., how to navigate and use in day-to-day processes) it is within each
Faculty and Unit change plan where an understanding of changes to current local processes, practices and roles
and responsibilities must be established. For example, a key benefit of Workday is the standardization of HR and
FIN business processes across the university. As a result, centralized and decentralized HR and FIN communities
need to understand how unique Faculty/Unit tasks will be completed in future and by whom. As each Faculty and
Unit has undergone a local change impact analysis and developed change plans with their Community Engagement
Partner, they must continue to focus on execution of these change activities between now and go-live.
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MONITORING CHANGE EFFECTIVENESS
At a program level, IRP OCM has been monitoring the progression of change activities within each Faculty and Unit.
Change effectiveness is assessed through the behavioral changes observed and expected within each Commitment
Curve phase. To date the OCM team has assessed and monitored change effectiveness through the following:
-

Number of change activities completed by each Faculty and Unit. The status of activities is reported on a
weekly basis to IRP OCM for each Faculty and Unit. Additionally, change risks and issues are identified both
in local change plans and centrally through OCM with mitigating actions discussed on a weekly basis by the
OCM team.

-

Number of participation rates at Engagement events hosted by the IRP. This has recently increased to 1000+
attendance at recent online community events.

-

Feedback received through existing university channels or program leadership.

-

Number of training attendance and completion rates.

-

Change Readiness Assessments conducted at key milestones of the program (see below).

Post go-live through the Benefits Realization Management, change effectiveness will be tied to three metrics: speed
of adoption (how quickly people use the system post go-live), utilization (do people actually use the system),
proficiency (do people know how to use the system correctly).
Change Readiness Assessment
The IRP assesses UBC’s technical and change readiness at key milestones of the program. The IRP has recently
completed the university wide Change Readiness Assessment (CRA) 3 (report results pending). Input into CRA3 was
solicited in two ways: survey and focus groups. Response rates for the CRA3 survey was 14.7% which was a slight
decrease from CRA2 (15.1%) but increase from CRA1 (13.8%). Despite CRA3 survey response rate being slightly
lower it is still statistically relevant. Focus group participation increased by more than 100% (from 81 to 171
participants), with participation reflecting a substantial increase in faculty and academic representation which were
historically lower.
Preliminary focus group findings from CRA3, indicate that the new Community Engagement Partner model has
helped increase clarity of IRP activities and actions that must be completed at a local level. However, more work
needs to be done to penetrate through to larger groups of end users. In particular, Transition Network members in
academic units need to connect more frequently with faculty members to ensure there is a clear understanding of
what IRP and Workday will provide the university, the history of the selection process, and how information will be
stored and accessed. Questions and misunderstanding around specific processes and their impact on faculty and
academic staff remains a risk.
Mitigations to address these issues are already underway and remains a key priority for OCM and the IRP Leadership
Program team. As Workday system training continues, CEPs continue to focus TN Leads on activities they need to
execute on locally in order to prepare HR and FIN communities of new roles and responsibilities (e.g., some activities
shift to central) and business process changes. Additionally, through Leadership Engagement activities, direct
communication through Transition Leads to their Faculty and Academic department heads are underway. Succinct
communications guiding leaders through what they need to do to ready their teams relative to the next 90 days to
go-live will begin to roll out early August.
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Benefits Realization Management
In a transformation style program, it is not solely a technology investment, but rather a broader people, process
and technology transformation where business process capabilities and organizational practice changes will be
required to support and enable the transformation.
To enable the vision and ensure the objectives are achieved, the Integrated Program in 2017 introduced a Benefits
Realization Management (BRM) framework. The BRM framework was developed with the intent to enable a focus
using a structured approach to program success, ultimately measuring the high value desired outcomes and
benefits achieved by the administrative and faculty units and the Integrated Program. The heart of the BRM
Framework centers on selecting the right outcomes and measures. The organization gains focus to deliver the
desired benefits through measuring, communicating, and taking action to ensure achievement of high value
outcomes. It is worth noting that benefits are expected to be realized beyond implementation into
sustainment. The structure of the BRM Framework, takes a program through the journey of:
•

Identifying and agreeing to the specific outcomes to achieve that are most valuable to stakeholders and to
realizing the desired benefits;

•

Defining simple, effective, and reasonable ways to measure those outcomes;

•

Capturing the baseline, target(s), and post implementation values of the outcome measurements;

•

Communicating progress and success, and taking action when not on track; and

•

Transitioning ongoing measurement of outcomes and realization of benefits to sustainment.

To date, stakeholder engagement to identify and agree up specific outcomes, and agreement on ways to measure
selected outcomes has been completed. Next step is to establish appropriate targets that correlate with approved
IRP metrics and assign responsibility for ongoing reporting and monitoring.
Conclusion: Journey Towards Go-Live
IRP is the largest system transformation the university has undertaken to date. The speed of which the program
currently operates and the degree of change the UBC community is undertaking is significant. As the university
continues to navigate a new normal in light of COVID-19, it is preparing for a new academic year which will primarily
be delivered remotely.
The next few months will be an intense period of activities for the UBC community and for the IRP as we get closer
to Go-Live for Workday HR and Finance on November 2020. Both the program and University recognize the volume
of changes the community is facing and the weight of the ask to prioritize and balance the IRP.
It has been a long 10+ year journey to get to this next phase of the program and we are looking forward to bringing
UBC into the future with this new system.
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Cutover Approach and Plan
Cutover is the planning and execution of activities required to successfully migrate the (in-scope) UBC operations
from Legacy Systems (PeopleSoft) to the new Production system (Workday).
Objective
•
•
•
•
•

Identify and document all the activities, communication, roles and responsibilities related to the cutover
period throughout the different phases of the plan.
Provide an overall strategy to manage, track and execute the identified activities
Ensure availability of key resources on key dates by working collaboratively with resource managers.
Mock Cutovers are used to practice and validate the Cutover Plan prior to the actual cutover. It is a way of
fine-tuning the process and minimizing the risks prior to the production cutover
Overall objective of the cutover activities is to successfully transition the business to the new system in a
specific timeframe with minimal disruption of day to day operations
What is Included?

•
•

A cutover plan is a set of detailed, sequenced activities to build the new Production environment of the
new system to convert and migrate data, configure the new system and decommission legacy systems
The cutover plan will consist of three key phases:
o Pre-cutover: includes all the planning and preparation activities before the actual cutover.
Examples of activities include developing the cutover plan.
o Cutover: starts with freezing the legacy systems from receiving further updates and ends with the
go-no go decision (Production environment must be ready by then)
o Post cutover: starts with the go-live announcement and ends with scope sign off
How it is Done?

•

•
•
•
•

The cutover managers will create the cutover plan based upon contribution from the functional leads,
data conversion, integration, AEP, sustainment (for legacy and future state), project management, and
change management teams.
The Cutover will be executed according to the agreed upon & approved ‘Cutover Plan’. This plan will be
rehearsed and updated through 2 full mock cutovers
Cutover execution will be centrally managed by the cutover managers.
The Cutover plan will be a living document that will be updated throughout the cutover period ( pre,
during and post)
Cutover plan activities will be executed and tracked in a chronological order
Primary Principles

•
•
•
•

Execution of the plan will be highly orchestrated and coordinated
Minimal business operation disturbance
Evolve the cutover plan through collecting of inputs of different workstreams. The details of the plan will
be communicated to different teams involved.
Final cutover plan should be sufficiently documented and broken down to a level that allows progress
tracking and execution control.
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The cutover to the new solution will be complex as it includes not just a transition to the new Workday platform,
but also the introduction to a new integration services layer, and changes to 39 downstream applications.
Managing the cutover planning and processes for all of these activities is being led by a cross-program team. A
high-level view of the cutover plan is included in the following figure.

Figure 13 - Cutover Phases

To date, cutover plans have been developed for all program components (e.g. Workday, MuleSoft, AEP
applications, OCM, etc.) and integrated into a consolidated plan. This plan was reviewed in detail through a series
of five half day working sessions where the teams walked through the consolidated plan to identify any gaps or
missing dependencies (i.e. a mock cutover exercise). While this initial mock cutover exercise was ‘paper-based’,
there is a second mock cutover exercise planned for September which is intended to mimic as much of the actual
technical activities associated with the production go-live as possible.
The teams are finalizing the transition plans which will include any necessary freeze dates for certain activities
within PeopleSoft or other ecosystem applications. These dates are recommended as they:
•
•
•

Minimize the impact to the UBC Community
Reduce the risk of inaccurate or missed data during the transition
Reduce the need for manual catch-up transactions
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The overall cutover approach is driven largely by the Workday tenant build process. The actual cutover begins
once the gold tenant build is complete and is scheduled to begin around midnight on October 28th and run
through the evening of November 1st. From an AEP perspective, 39 applications will need to be cutover as part of
the transition to Workday. The strategy and approach to deploying these applications is based on:
•
•
•
•

Sequencing and focus will be based on application priorities
Front-loading of deployments where possible to de-risk the overall cutover
Minimizing dependencies, where possible
Having established contingency plans in place for each application

The key technical dependencies that drive the cutover timing and approach of each downstream application
include the following:
•
•
•
•

Availability of the new MuleSoft integration services
Timing of specific Workday tenant build activities
Transaction freeze dates and windows
Timing and availability of specific data elements from the tenant build process

Based on the above, the AEP applications will be deployed in three broad waves. Fifteen (15) applications will be
deployed prior to the November 1st go-live weekend. These applications have no dependencies with the tenant
build process and can be deployed early to minimize risk and identify any issues in advance of the critical cutover
weekend. Thirteen (13) applications will be deployed on the November 2nd go-live weekend in conjunction with
the Workday application go-live. The cutover timing for these applications is driven by the fact that they have
dependencies on the completion of the new Workday tenant build. Lastly, eleven (11) application will be
deployed subsequent to the Workday go-live due to the specific technical or functional requirements of the
applications.
The following table summarizes the current timing by wave for each AEP application:
Table 3 – AEP Cutover Deployments
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The specific timing and window for each application has been determined by the AEP project teams. Many of the
cutover plans for each application are currently in the process of being reviewed with the relevant application
functional and technical stakeholders and are therefore listed as ‘TBC’ in the above table. In addition, detailed
reviews with the integration teams are also in-flight. These activities are expected to be complete by mid-August.
It is expected that there will be changes as the overall cutover approach continues to get refined and once any
lessons learned are identified from the final mock cutover exercise scheduled for September.
Rollback and Contingency Planning
There are a few key assumptions regarding the cutover that will drive contingency and rollback planning. These
have not been reviewed with the steering committee or Executive Sponsors, but are summarized in the following
table along with the implication of each:
Table 4 - Rollback and Contingency Assumptions
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Based on the previous table, the following table outlines the recommended contingency scenarios that need to
be planned for:
Table 5 - Rollback and Contingency Approach

Post Release 1 Implementation Support
Status Update
The Integrated Service Centre (ISC) implementation project continues to track on schedule with the team working
remotely. Covid-19 considerations continue to be built into project plans with the assumption that UBC will have
a remote go-live.
The go-live organizational structure has now been finalized. Significant cuts (20FTE) were made to the proposed
structure to meet budget constraints in place due to current financial uncertainties. The cuts impact ISC capacity
and capabilities, however critical go-live roles remain and the ISC continues to develop strategies to manage
demand and access additional capacity.
UBC appointed a new Associate Vice-President, Finance & Operational Excellence, Elana Mignosa. Onboarding is
underway to support Elana’s leadership role as ISC Project Sponsor. The majority of ISC leadership is in position and
recruitment for other roles is on schedule. Application sustainment roles are currently undergoing re-classification
with direction from the recently onboarded Application Sustainment Senior Manager, David Truong.
IRP/ ISC Transition to Operations Plan
To supplement the IRP technical cutover plan, the ISC has developed a framework to outline how ISC assumes
operational accountability of Workday and facilitates the wind down of the HR/FIN IRP project. This plan will be
developed in collaboration with key stakeholders and will document the approach for critical activities including
go-live readiness, hypercare, knowledge and project documentation and people transition into the ISC.
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ISC Roadmap
To manage community expectations and enable the ISC to dedicate efforts on the most critical activities, an ISC
Roadmap has been developed. The roadmap paints the picture of what the evolution of the ISC could look like from
HR/FIN go-live through to Student go-live, outlining key areas of focus. Inputs into this roadmap include; finalized
ISC organization structure (to inform ISC capacity), learnings from UBC Salesforce implementation; experience at
peer organizations and feedback from IRP project team.
ISC Service Offerings
To support greater transparency of the operational mandate of the ISC, 21 ISC service offerings have been defined.
These services offerings are grouped under three core areas of the ISC: End User & Community Support Services,
Product Continuous Improvement Services or Application Sustainment Services. For each service offering, key
information has been documented such as service vision, key partners and scope evolution across ISC roadmap.
Operational risks, mitigation strategies and service design considerations are also being documented and
developed in collaboration with key stakeholders.
Key Partners to Support the ISC
In order to successfully maintain, enhance and support the Workday application, the ISC will work closely with
multiple stakeholders including existing enterprise services. Critical relationships exist between the ISC/ Integration
Enablement Centre (IEC) and ISC/ Enterprise Data & Business Intelligence (EDBI). The IEC will maintain enterprise
integrations, including those to and from Workday, and will be partnering with ISC across all aspects of the Software
Development Life Cycle. EDBI provides centralized reporting and data services and will be a key partner to support
the community’s reporting and data needs.
Governance
A review of the previously defined ISC operational governance (defined in the ISC Operating Model approved July
2019) is underway with a view to update the model to meet operational needs and support the integrated delivery
approach. Where possible, the ISC will leverage existing bodies to streamline governance.
Enabling Tools & Technology
The ISC will leverage existing UBC tools & technology to deliver services and configuration activities for the incident
management tool, ServiceNow, are underway.
ISC Integrated Program Risks
The Enterprise Risk and Assurance (ERA) Office provides an integrated risk and assurance view across IRP, AEP, IEC
and ISC. The first monthly health-check, based on fieldwork completed as of May 14, highlighted two key risks:
1. A lack of clarity and alignment of transition and handover requirements from the IRP and;
2. Alignment and accountability for OCM needs is minimal.
The ISC has worked with key stakeholders to develop mitigation strategies.
Upcoming Key Activities
The ISC continues to focus on operational readiness activities with key upcoming milestones being the completion
of recruitment and onboarding, finalization of the Transition to Operations Plan and stand up of the Service Centre.
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Workday Student Update
UBC and Workday are continuing their negotiations and working towards long-term contract for services. We
have successfully completed the negotiation of the contract around subscription fees. This contract includes the
deferral of subscription fees until UBC is live with the Workday Student product. We are currently negotiating a
change request for the remainder of the 2020/21 Fiscal Year. This request will increase the amount of the
Workday investment in the current fiscal year as well as begin the fixed price arrangement for services. The
consulting fees paid during this period count towards the fixed price for agreement. A longer term, fixed price
agreement is also being negotiated for the future fiscal years.
We have also exploring our options of negotiating separately with Deloitte for additional services. Currently,
Deloitte is a subcontractor under Workday, and we are subject to a 15% markup on their services. Securing a
separate contract with Deloitte could reduce costs for services as well as make Deloitte an equal partner with UBC
and Workday.
The Student team is currently in the Architect stage of their deployment. The information we collect during the
Architect stage is crucial in validating the deployment timeline for Workday Student. It is now apparent that a
2022-23 implementation is unlikely and that a 2023-24 is eminent. However, due to the uncertainty of software
development, the possible deployment dates could range from 2023 – 2024.
The Architect stage was scheduled to be completed in November of this year. The team is considering extending
it to January of 2021 in order to complete the scope of work necessary to confirm a likely implementation date
for the product. The information collected will be utilized to develop our recommendation for the
implementation dates for each of the Student releases. These recommendations will be brought to the January
2021 ITAC meeting and February 2021 Finance Committee where we will review the findings and seek input on
the path forward. This report will include the strategy for preparing existing SIS for the implementation of
Workday Student.

Enterprise Maintenance Management System (EMMS) Governance
The Application Ecosystem Program and the EMMS project have identified that EMMS is currently incorporated
into the AEP program, as well as having been approved as a separate Board IT Capital Project. This presents a
governance question as to whether the UBC Board of Governors needs separate oversight of the EMMS project.
The recommendation is that EMMS be managed and reported through the Application Ecosystem Program. On
August 10, 2020 a recommendation was made to, and endorsed by, the IT Advisory Council (ITAC) that the EMMS
project be formally tracked and managed through the AEP rather than a separate Board process.
The EMMS project was approved separately from the Application System Program in April 2019 by the Board of
Governors with a stand-alone budget of $7 million as the AEP had not been established at that time. The IRP and
the AEP received Board 3 approval in June 2019. The Board 3 materials for IRP indicated that AEP included EMMS
and AEP has fully incorporated EMMS into AEP since that Board meeting. As well, the budget for AEP, $54.1M
clearly identified that it included EMMS. In addition to the governance consideration, there is a practical
component to including EMMS formally within AEP as intended. The current forecasted spend for EMMS is $7.3
million, which would represent a $300,000 negative variance at completion. While the team is working with the
vendor, Planon, to bring costs back within the original estimated budget, the broader Application Ecosystem
Program has sufficient funds to cover any increased costs.
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To date, the EMMS project has been assumed to be part of and effectively managed within the Assets
workstream of the Application Ecosystem Program. The resulting projected EMMS variance is small enough
within the overall AEP budget that it would not require accessing management reserve or contingency to fund the
EMMS-specific overage. The program team is recommending UBC incorporate EMMS within AEP from a budget
and governance perspective (Note: governance would remain the same as EMMS SPOC, IRP sponsors, and IRP
executive sponsors would retain oversight and visibility into the project).
While experiencing a potential cost increase, the delivery of the EMMS solution is still on track from a scope and
schedule perspective. UBC has received the final pre-go live configured tenant from the EMMS software vendor
(Planon) and the primary remaining technical activity is testing and fixing any corresponding defects. The
forecasted overage is resulting from an increased forecast from Planon of $850,000 to deliver the remainder of
the November go-live requirements (i.e. Stream 1) and the subsequent Stream 2 release. The reasons behind the
increased costs from Planon are varied, and a portion can be attributed to increased scope or changes from UBC:
•
•
•

UBC has approved four change requests totaling $120,000
The change in WD go-live date negatively impacted the vendor’s costs
UBC did separate end-to-end testing into two separate phases of work

Moving forward, the project team is doing the following to mitigate delivery or financial risks:
•
•
•
•
•

Planon is to provide detailed forecasts by activity and deliverables
UBC receives weekly resource information from Planon to track how much effort / cost was incurred and
to track progress against the delivery schedule
Going forward, UBC will only issue P.O.’s by phase of work to ensure proper stage gate reviews happen
between major project milestones
John Metras and Jennifer Burns have monthly meetings with Planon leadership
Peter Smailes has ongoing meetings with the Planon CEO to track progress

FY 22 Budget Timeline Change
The Workday Go-Live in November coincides with the current budget planning timeframe for FY 22, giving rise to
issues with availability of Hyperion, as the retrofitted Hyperion (called “Hyperion 2.0”) will not be available until
December 2020. The program teams consulted with key stakeholders and has developed a solution that would
shift the use of Hyperion for budget development by several months. The solution has several benefits including:
•
•
•
•

Allows users time to learn Workday and the new Foundation Data Model (FDM) structure before
preparing budget plans
Minimizes data conversion efforts from PeopleSoft chartfields to Workday FDM
Eliminates data validation efforts for data converted into Hyperion 2.0
Leverages Q3 actuals for building the plan

The development of this solution included careful consideration to the budget timeline. These included:
•
•
•

Impact on budget presentations to Executive and budget request process would continue in Oct/Nov (i.e.
independent of the submitted plans)
Deadline to submit plans needs to be at least 6 weeks after Q3 close (e.g. mid-February) in order to give
Faculties and Units sufficient time
Budget Office requires sufficient time from campus deadline in order to meet March Board deadline
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It is important to note that this solution does not require the shifting of the deadlines for the Board of Governors
review. The solution has the support of the Comptroller Team, David Shorthouse (Provost Office), Budget Office,
IRP Finance Process and Outcomes Committee (FIN POC), AEP Hyperion team, IRP FIN team, as well as the IRP
Steering and Executive Sponsors.
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Supplemental Materials
Key Risks and Issues

The following table outlines the key risks and issues, beyond the Covid-19 risk, across the two programs:
Risks and Issues

Action Plan

ERA (62): People Retention and Recruitment

M1. Finalize and communicate staff retention
program for key resources. (in progress)

Lack of effective retention strategies may
result in loss of key resources and / or may
increase mental health challenges for existing
staff owing to increased pressure and stress,
ultimately putting go-live commitments at
risk
ERA (63): Release 1 Cutover Approach and
Strategy
Given the complexity of this implementation,
the limited number of cutover mocks may not
be sufficient to identify gaps in the plans and
mitigate cutover risks (i.e. the cutover
process may not go as planned, take longer,
and / or may not be successful)

M2. Update the resource plan to ensure there is
sufficient back up and / or cross-training of key
resources. (complete)
M3. Pre-identify a pool of qualified resources
that can be onboarded as required. (in progress)
M1. The Program Directors, along with the
Cutover Management Team, to conduct an
overall risk assessment on the current mock
approach. (in progress)
M.2. The Program to consider options to increase
the confidence in cutover execution
and mitigate associated risks:
•

Increase resources to optimize cutover
project management (reviewing)

•

Conduct additional focused mocks for
higher risk areas (considering)

•

Include additional higher risk / likelihood
contingency / fallback scenarios in mock
cutovers (reviewing)
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Schedule

Figure 14 - IRP Release Schedule

Commitment Curve

The Commitment Curve is the framework which underpins the three OCM work streams: engagement,
communications and training. Individuals must go through each phase of the Commitment Curve before they
commit and take ownership of the new way of working. As such, each stakeholder group impacted by the IRP will
need to go through these phases and will require a different level of involvement throughout the program based
on their stakeholder profile.

Figure 15 - Commitment Curve
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Program Financials

IRP Highlights:
•

•

•
•

For the month of July, the actual burn rate was at $5.1M
o This is unusually low due to the Student Workday Investment of $2.0M applied to the bridge agreement
period of May/20 – July/20
o A normalized burn rate would have been ~$7.1M
o Compared to July budget @ $7.1M, savings of $2.1M
 UBC Resources – ~$0.2M in vacancy savings
 Prime Consultants – ~$2.0M in timing variance
Forecast for FY20/21 of $71.3M
o Variance of $2.1M favourable due to various savings calls partially offset by FY20 carryforward adjustments
and cost pressures
 Savings Calls (Travel Exp $2.2M; Prime Consultants $3.0M; UBC Rscs $1.8M)
 Cost Pressures (ISC Budget Transfer $2.9M; EY Extn $1.2M; UDAP Rsc $0.7M)
o Sustainment Funding of $5M has been transferred to the ISC to support year one operations as per CR1257
Forecast for Overall Program of $234.2M
Overall: Status Dial is GREEN for Annual and GREEN for Overall Program
o Annual @ $2.1M: Net Savings call in July of $0.4M plus June M/E variance $1.7M
o Overall @ $4.1M: No change in July
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AEP HIGHLIGHTS:
•
•
•

•
•

For the month of July, the actual burn rate was at $2.3M
The variance for the month is $0.4M
The variance is a blend of crystalized savings, cost pressures, and timing. They are in all areas of UBC Resources,
Prime Consultants, and Other Costs.
o UBC Resources: $456K – delayed hiring, primarily Testing, Development, Business Analysis, and PMO
related
 Crystalized savings: $268K - primarily Testing, Development, Sustainment Analysts
 Timing: $188K - delayed hiring, primarily Testing, Development, Business Analysis, and PMO
related
o Prime Consultants: $(144)K
 Cost pressures: $(73)K
• Omni Logic Solutions Inc. (NAV) $(69)K
• Others
 Timing: $(71)K - IEC Resources; Other
o Other costs: $116K
 Crystalized savings: $45K
• Legal Expenses: $20K
• Recruiting Costs: $25K
 Timing: $71K
We have projected favourable variance of $1.9M for the AEP Phase I
Status Dial is GREEN for Annual and GREEN for Overall Program with the budget now reflecting the Board Approval
amount from April 16, 2020
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ISC Highlights:
• Non-EY Costs  LTD Actuals of $1.1M up to July/2020. CR1286 was approved for the Transition Work PM.
• EY Costs  LTD Actuals of $3.2M up to July/2020. Balance of ~$0.6M will be spent by end of October/20.
• Status Dial is GREEN for EY Costs and YELLOW for Non-EY Costs because we funded the Transition PM through the
one time carry forward money.
• July Updates:
• Senior Manager Change and Comms has been hired – Deirdre Brown. Announcement and socialization of all
Senior Manager/Manager positions will occur in August.
• Onboarding Team now includes Alice Shin, Senior Manager Service Centre, in order to more appropriately scope
onboarding requirements.
• Onboarding proceeding at good pace: Draft welcome deck completed, high-level mapping and detailed training
needs completed and validated.
• UBCO Sustainment Planning Group has been finalized. Process and Interaction mapping and Infrastructure being
developed.
• Planning for Transition to Operations from IRP to ISC has been started and a timeline for activities is being
developed.
• Inventory of laptops for ISC use have been successfully changed out with models that comply with UBC
standardization.
• Backlog items from IRP have all been logged in JIRA. monitoring for additional items will continue.
• FERIC renovations are close to being completed. Final date for occupancy is beginning of September. COVID
safety plan being prepared to enable ISC staff to be on premise.
• Student helpers hired to assist in transition of training material to Tier 0 user self-serve documentation.
• Possible extension of Student Rovers support beyond IRP hypercare is being discussed.
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Integrated Renewal Program (IRP) and
Application Ecosystem Program (AEP) Updates
September 2020

Peter Smailes, Vice-President Finance & Operations
Jennifer Burns, Chief Information Officer and
Associate Vice-President Information Technology
Kate Ross, Associate Vice-President Enrolment Services and Registrar
Christopher Mercer, Program Director, Integrated Renewal Program
John Thomson, Program Director, Application Ecosystem Program
Jennifer Fullerton, Director, Organizational Change Management

Agenda
• Testing Status
• Organizational Change Management Update
• Cutover Approach and Plan
• Post Release 1 Implementation Support
• Enterprise Maintenance Management System
Governance
• FY 22 Budget Timeline Change
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WD +1 TESTING PROGRESS

3

4

BUILDING COMMITMENT AT UBC
The Change Commitment Curve
Senior Leadership

Project Team

Transition Network

End-Users
“I want to help others
understand the value of this
change.”

Commitment Level

Buy-in and
Advocacy
Willingness to
Accept

“I know what I need to be successful
in this change – and I am ready to
do what it takes.”

Personal
Understanding

“I understand when and how I will be
impacted and the support I’ll receive to
transition successfully.”
“I understand why UBC is transforming their
operations, that there will be impacts, and
when those impacts might be felt.”

General
Understanding

“I’ve heard of the IRP Transformation and understand
what the objectives are.”

Awareness

Time

March 2019

October 2019

July 2020

Indicates readiness as indicated in university-wide IRP Change Readiness Assessments

Stakeholders move through
the change at different paces.
We expect that as the IRP
reaches milestones that impact
the community, we will see
interruptions in progress and
drops in productivity. This is an
expected reality of a largescale transformation as the
community reacts and adjusts
to change.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT – A COMMUNITY FOCUS
Maximizing our OCM Strategy, we have achieved the below results between 2019 - 2020

Engagement

System and
process
driven
changes to
UBC

Organizational Change
Management
Program

• 1 Change Impact Assessment
• 170 one on one meetings with
• 3 Community Change
individual Faculty and Admin
Readiness Assessments
units
• 7 Full Transition Network
• 200 attended User
Events
Confirmation Review
• 52 HR and Finance Community
Events

• 60 key communications sent (e.g., ongoing leader briefing notes)
• 17,485 Unique Website Visitors
Communications

Training

•
•
•
•

220 Trainers trained
251 Job aids created
19 Train the Trainer Sessions
250 Training Delivery Sessions

Note: See Appendices for List of Engagement activities and accompanying participation levels where applicable for Feb 2020 through to Go-Live Nov 2020.
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SUPPORT TO THE COMMUNITY THROUGH THE TRANSITION
NETWORK

Focus Of
The Month

Commitment
Curve
Milestones

Action
Checklist

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

• Understand
current to
future state
gap analysis &
local change
impacts
• Develop
Change
Management
Plan

• Participate in
Train the
Trainer
Execute
Change
Management
Plan
• Confirm
participants for
UCR

• Attend UCR
• Attend Training
• Participate in
Change
Readiness
Assessment
• Execute
Change
Management
Plan

• Attend Training
• Execute
Change
Management
Plan

• Attend Training
webinar
refreshers
• Prepare for
Cutover
• Execute
Change
Management
Plan

• Attend Training
webinar
refreshers
• Prepare for
Cutover
• Execute
Change
Management
Plan

• Use Workday!
- engage with
new system
and track
issues

Personal
Understanding
Individuals
understand how
the program will
impact them and
their job

Willingness to Accept
Individuals understand and are
willing to acquire skills required to
adopt the program

Commitment
Individuals are ready to change and accept the program
as the new status quo

Ownership
Individuals make
the program their
own and create
innovative ways
to use and
improve the
system

Actions the Faculty/Unit needs to take between CEP meetings to advance themselves through the Commitment Curve Phases.
See slide 19 for July’s action items
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TRAINING DELIVERY
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A TRAINING APPROACH THAT SUPPORTS
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WHAT IS A CUTOVER?

Cutover is the planning and execution of activities required to successfully migrate the (in-scope) UBC operations from Legacy
Systems (PeopleSoft) to the new Production system (Workday)

Objective
Identify and document all the activities,
communication, roles and responsibilities
related to the cutover period throughout the
different phases of the plan.
Provide an overall strategy to manage,
track and execute the identified activities
Ensure availability of key resources on
key dates by working collaboratively with
resource managers.
Mock Cutovers are used to practice and
validate the Cutover Plan prior to the actual
cutover. It is a way of fine-tuning the
process and minimizing the risks prior to the
production cutover
Overall objective of the cutover activities is
to successfully transition the business to
the new system in a specific timeframe with
minimal disruption of day to day operations

What is Included?

How it is Done?

A cutover plan is a set of detailed,
sequenced activities to build the new
Production environment of the new system
to convert and migrate data, configure the
new system and decommission legacy
systems

The cutover managers will create the
cutover plan based upon contribution
from the functional leads, data conversion,
integration, AEP, sustainment (for legacy
and future state), project management, and
change management teams.

The cutover plan will consist of three key
phases:

The Cutover will be executed according to
the agreed upon & approved ‘Cutover Plan’.
This plan will be rehearsed and updated
through 2 full mock cutovers

A.Pre-cutover: includes all the planning
and preparation activities before the actual
cutover. Examples of activities include
developing the cutover plan.
B.Cutover: starts with freezing the legacy
systems from receiving further updates and
ends with the go-no go decision (Production
environment must be ready by then)
C.Post cutover: starts with the go-live
announcement and ends with scope sign off

Cutover execution will be centrally
managed by the cutover managers.

Primary Principles
Execution of the plan will be highly
orchestrated and coordinated
Minimal business operation disturbance
Evolve the cutover plan through collecting
of inputs of different workstreams. The
details of the plan will be communicated to
different teams involved.
Final cutover plan should be sufficiently
documented and broken down to a level
that allows progress tracking and
execution control.

The Cutover plan will be a living document
that will be updated throughout the cutover
period ( pre, during and post)
Cutover plan activities will be executed and
tracked in a chronological order
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CUTOVER PHASES

Gold Tenant Build
Sep. 28th

May
2020

1st Mock
Cutover

SEP
2020

Key Activities
Key Deliverables













OCT

2nd Mock
Cutover

01

Backup Plans

Communicatio
n Plan

Soft
Go Live

2020
PreCutover

Workday cutover planning for each functional area
Backup planning for different business process components
Collect cutover plans and other cutover information for AEP applications
Coordinate with OCM to identify required communication for different
communities and align on any other required cutover tasks for OCM
Catchup transactions planning
Coordinate with tenant build team to clearly highlight the dependencies
between cutover tasks and tenant build tasks
Coordinate with the ISC team to identify required steps to transition the
support after go-live
Develop the resources plan and contacts list
Define cutover entry and exit criteria
First and Second Mock cutovers planning and execution
Refine cutover plans after each mock

Comprehensiv
e Cutover Plan

Oct. 28th ?

Resources Plan

Nov. 2nd

NOV

DEC

2020

2020

Hard
Go Live

02 Cutover







Invoke established process to capture all
transactions/records post data extract
and pre go-live
Watch tenant build progress
Assess cutover entry criteria
Perform applicable AEP cutover tasks
Coordinate with OCM team to send
required cutover communications

Cutover Entry
and Exit
Criteria

First & Second
Mock Approaches,
Plan, and Lessons
Learned








Freeze legacy systems
Perform all identified
cutover tasks across all
teams (OCM, functional
teams, IEC, AEP and
ISC)
Final validation
Perform Workday DA
Go/No Go Decision

Go-Live
Readiness
Assessment

03 Post Cutover






Announce the successful go-live
Continue executing remaining cutover activities,
e.g. catchup transactions
Monitor performance
Transition to support services

Transition to
Business As Usual
Support Model
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Transition to Operations Plan
The ISC project team has developed a framework for the Transition to Operations Plan (TOP). This plan, in conjunction with the technical
cutover plan developed by IRP, will outline the transition of system responsibility from IRP to ISC and support the wind down of the HR/FIN
IRP project.
Key elements of the TOP include:

OCM transition plan

Approach for hypercare
(including how roles and
responsibilities will transition from
IRP to ISC, governance, timeframe
for ISC process implementation,
etc.)

ISC readiness to input into go/no
go decision

Knowledge and project documentation
transfer plan

People transition plan

Risks and mitigations, including Covid19 consideration

ISC Roadmap
The establishment of ISC service offerings to maintain, enhance and support applications will be phased across three waves. The graphic
below highlights the areas of focus for the ISC across each wave.

►
►

Key areas of focus

►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

End user support
Application hypercare and stabilization
Vendor releases with limited optional features
On/off boarding people for academic year
Financial year end
Review of ISC funding and org structure
Review of Governance

Wave 1: Stabilize
Nov 2020 – Mar 2022

►
►
►
►

Vendor releases with some optional features
IRP backlog resolution for high priority items
Retrospective review of ISC operations
Review of ISC funding and org structure
Review of Governance

Wave 2: Establish
Apr 2022 – Mar 2023

*Increasing capability will be contingent on incremental resources and funding

►
►
►

Establishment of Continuous Improvement
Continuation of IRP backlog resolution for
remaining items
Readiness for Student go-live
Review of ISC funding and org structure
Review of Governance

Wave 3: Continuously Improve
Apr 2023 – STU go-live

Key partners to enable the ISC
Two critical partners for the ISC will include the Integration Enablement Centre (IEC) and Enterprise Data & Business Intelligence (EDBI). As
such, target operating models were designed for each of these teams, which have been integrated into the service delivery approach for ISC
services.
EDBI is responsible for delivering and enabling
centralized reporting, data and business intelligence
services to the UBC community. The mandate of the team
encompasses five key areas:
• Enable self-serve business intelligence services;
• Core reporting services to enable business decisions;
• Enabling streamlined processes to access data to
enable analytics;
• Data management & preparation services;
• Application maintenance for reporting & data specific
tools.

Enterprise Data
& Business
Intelligence
(EDBI)

Integration
Enablement
Centre (IEC)
Integrated
Service Centre
(ISC)
Post go-live, the IEC’s mandate will be to:
• Build and enhance enterprise integrations,
including those required for Student;
• Maintain and support enterprise integrations;
and
• Educate and enable the UBC community to build
their own integrations between smaller systems.

EMMS GOVERNANCE
• EMMS was approved by the Board prior to the establishment of AEP with a standalone budget of $7 million
• EMMS was made part of the AEP the following year once established
• Spend to date has not required accessing contingency, but revised forecast is $7.3 million (i.e. $300,000 over
budget)
• Overage driven by $850,000 increase in vendor’s (i.e. Planon) forecasted spend over their original estimate to
complete the project
• Taking several steps to address the increase in vendor costs:
o
o
o
o
o
o

UBC senior leadership engaged with Planon CEO and COO
Planon has provided a detailed forecast by activity/deliverable and provides weekly progress reports
Going forward, UBC will only issue P.O.s by phase of work to ensure proper stage gate reviews
Any changes to scope will be tightly managed via the change request process
UBC looking at post go-live scope and options in terms of how it can be delivered
Planon has offered to discount their fees 25% on a go-forward basis

o EMMS has been managed within one of the AEP workstreams since AEP was created
o EMMS variance is small enough that could be managed within the AEP budget without accessing
management reserve or contingency (program is running ~$500,000 under budget every month)
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FY 22 Budget Timeline Change

Issue: The Workday Go-Live in November coincides with the current budget planning
timeframe, giving rise to issues with availability of Hyperion, as the retrofitted Hyperion (called
“Hyperion 2.0”) will not be available until December 2020
Solution: Shift the start of the budget planning timeframe from Oct/Nov to Jan/Feb
when Hyperion 2.0 is up and running
 Allows users time to learn Workday and the new Foundation Data Model (FDM) structure
before preparing budget plans
 Minimizes data conversion efforts from PeopleSoft chartfields to Workday FDM
 Eliminates data validation efforts for data converted into Hyperion 2.0
 Leverages Q3 actuals for building the plan

* EIB: Enterprise Interface Builder
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FY 22 Budget Timeline Change

Key timeline considerations:
•Impact on budget presentations to Executive and budget request process would continue in
Oct/Nov (i.e. independent of the submitted plans)
•Deadline to submit plans needs to be at least 6 weeks after Q3 close (e.g. mid-February) in
order to give Faculties and Units sufficient time
•Budget Office requires sufficient time from campus deadline in order to meet March Board
deadline

Key stakeholders consulted: Comptroller Team, Provost Office, Budget Office, IRP Finance
Process and Outcomes Committee (FIN POC), AEP Hyperion team, IRP FIN team

* EIB: Enterprise Interface Builder
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Questions?
Thank you!
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